
PERSONAL GIST SURVIVAL PLAN
Get Angry — Get Smart — Get Organized

Ten Steps to Surviving GIST

Name: ______________________________________________________

Date: ___________________________

This booklet was prepared by Norman J. Scherzer, Executive Director of the Life Raft Group. 

It is based upon the practical experiences and observations gained over the past 20 years 
from my mission to keep my wife Anita alive and upon the hundreds of GIST patient medical 
histories and stories that come across the Life Raft Group forums and medical data-bases. 
The focus is upon the decision making GIST patients need to make to survive today based 

upon what we currently know. 

Like all survival decision making it may not have the luxury of waiting for tomorrow’s research. 

Of course, none of this information is intended to be a substitute for discussing GIST 
management and treatment with your physician. 

Although the information is focused upon one cancer, GIST, it is hoped that much of the 
generic information may be of benefi t to other cancer patients. 



o I will work to control my medical care

o I will negotiate timely test results appropriate to my personal anxiety level

o I will assert my rights as a patient

o I will learn to say:

• “I understand but that is unacceptable.”

• “With all due respect doctor I would be more comfortable with a second opinion. Who do you 
recommend?”

• “Doctor, are you prescribing a treatment that my insurance will pay for?”

o I will decline to become a statistic

o I will strive to retain control over my personal life

o I will live a healthy/balanced lifestyle, including indulging myself with treats like chocolate

o I will always have achievable goals to look forward to no matter how small

o I will fi nd my spiritual/emotional center and create ways to go there

o I will seek medical treatment for anxiety, depression and pain when I cannot manage     
these on my own

o I will make my well-being and that of my family my primary focus

o I will maintain fi nancial solvency

• Navigating out of network care

• Prescription fi nancial assistance

• Insurance Denials

“If you don’t know where you are going, 
you’ll end up someplace else.”

– Yogi Berra 

1. I Will Create a Blueprint for Living



o Personal Advocate: _____________________________________________________________

o Caregiver(s): ___________________________________________________________________

o GIST Specialist: ________________________________________________________________

o Local Oncologist: _______________________________________________________________

o Family Doctor: _________________________________________________________________

Who is my doctor? ___________________________________________________________

o Clergy/Spiritual Support: _________________________________________________________

o Support Group: ________________________________________________________________

o Psychological Support: __________________________________________________________

o Friends: Cancer is one of the best ways to fi nd out who my real friends are. When a friend 
off ers to help I will do that person a real favor and say yes.

It doesn’t interest me what planets are squaring your moon. 

I want to know if you have touched the center of your own sorrow, if you have been opened by 
life’s betrayals or have become shriveled and closed from fear of further pain! 

I want to know if you can sit with pain, mine or your own, without moving to hide it or fade it, 
or fi x it. I want to know if you can be with joy, mine or your own; if you can dance with wildness 

and let the ecstasy fi ll you to the tips of your fi ngers and toes without cautioning us to be 
careful, be realistic, or to remember the limitations of being human.

It doesn’t interest me who you know or how you came to be here. 
I want to know if you will stand in the center of the fi re with me and not shrink back.

– Mountain Dreamer Speaks

2. I Will Create a Support Network



o I will understand where I am in the continuum of GIST: Primary-Neo Adjuvant Treatment-
Surgery-Adjuvant Treatment—Metastatic Disease & Responding To Gleevec—Surgery for stable 
mets-Metastatic Disease & No Longer Responding To Treatment

o I will check to see that my original diagnosis was confi rmed by a pathology test? Did it show me 
to be c-kit (or cd117) positive? Note; 5% of GISTs are c-kit negative

o I will learn what is the mutational status of my primary tumor and what the relationships are 
between that determination and response to diff erent treatments

o If my primary tumor has not progressed to metastatic disease I will learn about my risk factors1 :

• Primary Tumor Size ________________

• Primary Tumor Location _____________

• Primary Tumor Mitotic Rate __________

• Surgical results:       o clear margins       o rupture

	   RISK	  FOR	  PROGRESSIVE	  DISEASE	  
	  	  	  
	   	  

MITOTIC	  COUNT	  (HPF)	  
	  

	  
<5/50	  HPF	  

	  
5-‐10/50	  (HPF)	   >10/50	  HPF	  

TU
M
O
R	  
SI
ZE
	  

(c
m
)	  

<2	   VERY	  LOW	  
	   MODERATE	   HIGH	  

2.5	   LOW	  
	   MODERATE	   HIGH	  

5-‐10	   MODERATE	  
	   HIGH	   HIGH	  

>10	   HIGH	  
	   HIGH	   HIGH	  

	  
1 For more information on prognostic factors and risk assessment go to the Life Raft Group website: http://www.liferaftgroup.org/gist_diagnosis.html

3. I  Will Understand My Disease

RISK FOR PROGRESSIVE DISEASE



• It is easier to prevent Gleevec resistance than to reverse it once it occurs

• Side eff ects generally get better over time

• Starting at a lower dose and escalating gradually to a higher dose helps to minimize side eff ects 
and stay on that higher dose

o If I am exon 9 I will insist upon a higher dose of Gleevec

o If I am exon 11 I will try to negotiate a higher dose of Gleevec; If my doctor refuses I will ask 
for a plasma level test to try to determine whether a higher dose is indicated

o If I have had surgery for my primary tumor with clear margins and I am high risk for recur-
rence and a responsive mutation type,  I will ask to be placed on adjuvant (preventive) treatment 
and to remain on that regimen until clinical trials prove that it is safe to do otherwise

“If you don't run your own life, someone else 
will.”

– John Atkinson 

4. I Will Advocate for the Right Dose of Gleevec 



o Most side eff ects get better over time

o Dose escalation can reduce side eff ects

o Side eff ect management varies between individuals and sometimes can be reduced by:

• Taking Gleevec gradually while eating

• Varying the time of day (E.G. from morning to evening)

• Splitting the dosage and taking half in the morning and half in the evening (with doctor 
approval)

o Many side eff ects can be managed with medications

o Some side eff ects can be managed with mind-body practices

o Some side eff ects can be lived with

“Our greatest glory is not in never failing but in 
rising every time we fail.”
                     
– Confucius

5. I Will Learn to Manage My Side Eff ects



o I will adapt a reminder system that works for me

o I will speak to my surgeon about minimizing drug interruption prior to and following surgery

o I will reach out to the pharmaceutical company should I be unable to aff ord my medication

o I will keep a diary of those times I do not take my medication

6. I Will Take My Medication

“We are all inventors, each sailing out on a voyage of discovery, guided each 
by a private chart, of which there is no duplicate. The world is all gates, all    
opportunities.”

– Ralph Waldo Emerson



o Tests

• I will double check that the orders for my Scan include my Chest, Stomach and             
Abdomen?

• I will question routine testing schedules longer than every 4 months

• I will advocate to have my Gleevec plasma levels testing on a routine basis

o Record Keeping

• I will keep a medical diary

• I will ask for and keep copies of any operative reports

• I will ask for and keep copies of any  pathology reports

• I will ask for and keep copies of any CT Scan or other Diagnostic Reports (E.G. MRI, PET 
Scan, etc.)

• I will ask for and keep copies of any laboratory reports. I will track laboratory tests either 
by creating a spread sheet or by plotting manually. When new test results come in I will double 
check that the reference range has not change

Test Name
(Reference Range) Date Date Date Date

7.  I Will Learn How To Monitor My Treatment



o I will check to see if the same radiologist has read the latest report

o I will ask for a second opinion of any report of progression

• False progression is not uncommon

• Isolated progression may be amenable to surgery and may permit me to remain on 
Gleevec

• Gleevec may still working despite some progression

• Mistakes do happen

“Life is a daring adventure or nothing.”

– Helen Keller 

8. I Will Investigate Reports of Progression On Gleevec



o Invasive tests and procedures that will not infl uence decision making.( E.G. needle biopsies if 
surgery is indicated regardless of the results)

o Hospitals (Some two million people acquire bacterial infections in US hospitals each year and 
90,000 of those patients die as a result.)

o More than a few days cessation of Gleevec prior to or following surgery

o Premature cessation of Gleevec until an alternative treatment is found

o Incompetent doctors

o Invasive surgery unlikely to prevent recurrence

o Invasive surgery that will create life style changes I cannot live with

o Negative family and friends

9. I Will Learn to Try To Avoid Things That May Do Me Harm

“The art of living lies less in eliminating our 
troubles than in growing with them.”

– Bernard M. Baruch 



o Surgery for isolated progression may permit me to remain on Gleevec

o Sutent and Stivarga are the only FDA approved drugs for GIST progression on Gleevec. Sutent 
is more eff ective for exon 9 than for exon ll patients

o Crossing over to a higher dose of Gleevec after progression is often a prudent fi rst step

o There are a  number of options for patients resistant to Gleevec and to Sutent 

o Clinical Trials

• I will ask the oncologist recommending a clinical trial within his medical facility whether 
there may other more appropriate trials at other locations

• I will ask the oncologist recommending a phase l clinical trial what he thinks is the dosage 
level most likely to confer effi  cacy

o Off  label prescriptions

o Compassionate use 

o Complementary medicine

10. I Will Learn Everything I Can About the 
Options for Treating Gleevec Resistance

“We are still masters of our fate.
We are still captains of our soul.”

– Winston Churchill



I Understand That I Will Not Live Forever

All life is a form of progression to death and all our time is borrowed. 
When all available treatment has failed I will decide whether to keep 

on living.

The one thing I have always wanted to do before I die Is:

___________________________________________________

“Men spend their lives in anticipations,—in determining to be vastly happy at 
some period when they have time. But the present time has one advantage over 
every other—it is our own. Past opportunities are gone, future have not come. We 
may lay in a stock of pleasures, as we would lay in a stock of wine; but if we defer 
the tasting of them too long, we shall fi nd that both are soured by age.”

– Charles Caleb Colton


